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Introduction

Our ideas about future models of the library focus on the needs of researchers. Our thinking is informed by our own experiences as both users and directors of library and information services in research institutions, and by debates on future roles for library and information professionals in the network world – a world where automation, digitization and socialization of data, information and knowledge, and disintermediation, are transforming the scholarly landscape. We begin with three reasons why library support for research is a critical issue, and then reflect on the current situation and environmental forces shaping provision for researchers, before setting out our thoughts about future services and spaces for research.

The library and research

First, higher education institutions across the globe continue to identify teaching and research as two distinct missions (Scott, 2006), and most academic libraries similarly define their roles in education and research as related, but separate, elements of their mission (Aldrich, 2007). Second, surveys in several countries show that researchers’ experiences and perceptions of libraries are not altogether positive (Daniels, Darch and de Jager, 2010; Schonfeld and Housewright, 2010; MacColl and Jubb, 2011) and their views about future priorities often differ from librarians’ views (RIN, 2007). Third, while changes in teaching and learning have largely driven spatial transformations of academic libraries over the past 20 years, we expect changes in research and scholarship to have a more central role over the next two decades in transforming and re-engineering libraries to meet the needs of both researchers and learners (Lyon, 2012).
Current provision and usage

For most people, the idea of a library is inseparable from a collection of books and periodicals, a perception that has continued into the network world, despite the arrival of digital technologies, new media and online services. Library requests for research assistance have given way to self-help and mutual support; few people use ask-a-librarian services and information seekers rarely start their search on library websites (OCLC, 2010). Academic researchers mainly use electronic resources, which they access remotely, with only arts and humanities researchers visiting libraries regularly, but less often than before (RIN, 2007). Faculty members rarely consult a librarian or use the library catalogue to begin their research, preferring network-level services, including general-purpose search engines, as well as services targeted at academics (Schonfeld and Housewright, 2010).

Library services for research range from the simply reactive to highly creative (Webb, Gannon-Leary and Bent, 2007), but most researchers seem to have little interest in the support offered (MacColl and Jubb, 2011). Many perceive university libraries as geared towards teaching and learning, prioritizing undergraduates (RIN, 2007; Daniels, Darch and de Jager, 2010) and ‘a dispensary of goods (books, articles) rather than a locus for badly needed, real-time professional support’ (Jahnke, Asher and Keralis, 2012, 16). Libraries are currently moving into more specialized higher-end research support roles that are aligned with institutional concerns and have the potential to enable strategic repositioning on campus. Scholarly publishing is a growth area, with many American libraries now publishers of journals, monographs and conference proceedings, and well placed to lead experiments with open access business models (Crow et al., 2012). Bibliometric analysis is increasingly used to evaluate and manage research activities at institutional, departmental and individual level, creating opportunities for libraries to deliver valued support to senior research administrators, and input to grant applications and promotion cases (Corrall, Kennan and Afzal, 2013).

The library role most valued by researchers is apparently the traditional collection stewardship function, which now includes digital content as well as print material, along with the procurement and administration of electronic resources. There are positive, though less consistent, messages about institutional repository development: many researchers support the concept of open access to scholarship, but have not actually deposited their work, or used content from their own or other repositories (RIN, 2007; Schonfeld and Housewright, 2010). The role of librarians in information skills is also recognized, though more care may be needed to ensure support is geared towards
researchers’ needs and pitched at the right level (RIN, 2007, 2011). In addition, despite visiting them less frequently, many researchers continue to be inspired by the creative and contemplative atmosphere of research libraries, particularly valuing the ‘scholarly nature’ of library space (Gannon-Leary, Bent and Webb, 2008, 4), but noise levels from mobile phones and group work in contemporary library buildings often make working conditions no longer conducive to individual quiet study (RIN, 2007; Daniels, Darch and de Jager, 2010). Researchers also see the library as a place to access up-to-date technology (RIN, 2007).

**Current trends, implications and opportunities**

Looking ahead, the trends expected to have the biggest impact on libraries are changes already under way for more than a decade in scientific research and scholarly communication – specifically, the emergence of networked data-intensive science (also known as cyberscholarship and e-research) as the dominant research paradigm, and the parallel elevation of data, rather than publications, as the valued product of scientific enterprise (Michener, 2012). E-research developments have major implications for library activities in digital and data stewardship, digital and data reference and digital and data literacy. Data here can originate from observation, simulation or experiments; it can take many forms (such as text, numbers, audio, still and moving images), and relate to any discipline, including the arts and humanities (Martinez-Uribe, 2007; Williford and Henry, 2012).

The data revolution and corresponding revolution in scholarly communication and publishing will have an impact on the library comparable to the education revolution in the 1990s, which replaced ‘sage-on-the-stage’ pedagogy with student-centred resource-based learning and enabled librarians to develop and professionalize their educational role as learning facilitators, learning advisers, instructional designers and teachers of information literacy (Breivik, 1999; Bewick and Corrall, 2010), and also reposition their services and spaces as ‘learning resource centres’, ‘learning centres’ and, latterly, ‘information commons’ or ‘learning commons’ (Roberts, 2007; Lewis, 2010; Weiner, Doan and Kirkwood, 2010). E-science uses high-capacity global networks to access very large-scale shared resources, including high-performance simulation, observation, computation and visualization equipment and massive distributed datasets. E-research has been described as ‘collection-based science’ (Beagrie, 2006, 5), highlighting potential synergies with traditional library activities and a clear opportunity for libraries to develop their research role from support service to project partner and more –
though few researchers see the library as a research partner at present (Jahnke, Asher and Keralis, 2012).

While technically challenging and requiring a deeper understanding of research processes and workflows than other library activities, data management fits logically with established library responsibilities and in many ways simply extends the scope of existing activities; for example, teaching data discovery skills and citation practices as part of information literacy education, as well as incorporating data into collection development, repository management, metadata creation and digital preservation (Cox, Verbaan and Sen, 2012). Mandates from research funders for open access to datasets mean that institutional repositories and data curation are now required elements of university infrastructure that need professional management by a central service, and the library is the obvious candidate for this stewardship role. Data-intensive science is giving libraries the opportunity for a more visible role as a partner in the knowledge creation process, by contributing to obligatory data management plans, data description and preservation (Tenopir, Birch and Allard, 2012; Witt, 2012). As data management becomes the ‘new statistics’, students will need training in all aspects of the data life cycle so they can handle massive volumes of complex data and use new analytical and visualization tools to interpret underlying patterns and processes (Michener, 2012, 50). Libraries will accordingly need to build services and facilities around the knowledge creation cycle of scholarly research workflows (Jahnke, Asher and Keralis, 2012; Ohio State University Libraries, 2012).

University libraries are already offering or planning services to help researchers with data problems (Corrall, Kennan and Afzal, 2013). At Purdue University, subject librarians are dealing with data in their collection, instruction and reference activities (Witt, 2012), and also partnering three other research libraries, all working with experienced researchers, to develop training in data information literacy for science and engineering research students (Jahnke, Asher and Keralis, 2012). Librarians and researchers have both spotted the opportunity for spaces freed up by collections going virtual to be repurposed for research collaboration and computing facilities (Michener, 2012), particularly for research students and early career researchers who may not have their own labs (Jahnke, Asher and Keralis, 2012). Several US libraries have opened or are planning ‘research commons’ facilities as renovations or new builds designed to support interdisciplinary data-intensive scholarship, offering services in partnership with other campus units, to assist researchers in areas such as grant writing, research conduct, copyright and open access publishing; for example, the University of Washington Libraries (2010).
Future space and services

The research commons model emerges as the preferred strategy globally for promoting library support for research. A consortium of research libraries in South Africa collaborated in an innovative programme to improve research support by creating new research commons facilities, along with customizable web-based research resources and advanced training for subject librarians (Daniels, Darch and de Jager, 2010). In the UK, the University of Warwick Library opened its Wolfson Research Exchange in 2009 as a highly visible dedicated research space in a prime location on campus, combining traditional quiet study places, with collaborative and social areas, in a technology-rich environment with mobile equipment that can be reconfigured for different types of meetings – from poster sessions, through project meetings and reading groups, to summer schools and academic conferences. Facilitating cross-discipline research interactions and ‘fostering a sense of community’ are key aims of the service, which includes events on topics such as funding opportunities, grant application tracking, data management, bibliometrics, journal impact, patents and spinout companies (Carroll, 2011, 91). Some research commons facilities provide access to specialized hardware and software for data and textual analysis; others are collocated with digital humanities institutes and interdisciplinary research centres or offices (Ohio State University Libraries, 2012).

Commentators emphasize that researchers want and need physical facilities that are separate from undergraduates, because they are engaging in knowledge creation and production at a quite different level. Another clear message is the critical need for librarians to understand the day-to-day working contexts of the researchers they aim to support, including their academic ambitions, disciplinary differences, institutional imperatives and political pressures that drive or constrain their efforts. Partnerships, marketing and empathy emerge as key library requirements for delivering relevant and valued services (Webb, Gannon-Leary and Bent, 2007). The subject, reference and liaison librarian role is the traditional model used for supporting research in academic libraries (Holland, 2006), but has evolved in some institutions into the more specialized role of ‘informationist’ or ‘information specialist in context’ (Shipman, 2007), which requires deeper knowledge of the subject domain and its research methods to enable more extensive input to research projects. The ‘embedded librarian’ concept is a variant that similarly emphasizes closer engagement with stakeholders and location of assistance in academic departments or equivalent settings (Dewey, 2004; Shumaker, 2012). Embedded librarianship is also a potential model to support research data
management, where a librarian is embedded into research group or specific research projects (Carlson and Kneale, 2011).

An interesting feature of emergent data management and bibliometric services is the way they are extending library service partnerships beyond typical partners in the information or learning commons model, through collaborations with research offices and graduate schools, and (to a lesser extent) planning departments, human resources and records management and legal services, and adding new dimensions to collaborations with technology services, including high-performance computing and e-research units (Corrall, Kennan and Afzal, 2013). Partnerships between research libraries and external institutions to promote long-term preservation and access to scholarly resources are also becoming an essential dimension of stewardship responsibilities in the network world and liberating space for repurposing, through distributed reserve collections and collaborative storage facilities for low-use print journals and monographs, shared digital archives and open access repositories for digitized books and digital data (Boyle and Brown, 2010; Demas and Miller, 2012; Williford and Henry, 2012).

Future services for research will continue to focus on the library’s stewardship responsibility, but emphasize a rich array of digital data. Collections will be planned and managed collaboratively through internal and external partnerships, but based on a mix of federated, licensed and open access resources with a greatly reduced physical presence in library buildings. Spaces for people and technology should be expanded and reconfigured to provide more visible, effective and efficient support for research across the institution by adopting the research commons model. Our vision of the research commons is a one-stop shared space-as-service facility for researchers, similar in its design philosophy and staffing model to leading examples of information and learning commons, which have demonstrated how careful and innovative user-centred design aligned to institutional needs and pedagogies can successfully integrate resources provided by the library into the working and social lives of students with support from other campus units (Lewis, 2010; Weiner, Doan and Kirkwood, 2010) and rebrand the library as a central, essential and vital facility.

The research commons should similarly reflect campus needs and priorities, including research methodologies and researcher preferences, but should be designed and managed by a different set of service partners, to accommodate more specialist hardware and software, and multi-professional teams with the research, subject and technical know-how to provide in-context end-to-end support for both discipline-based and interdisciplinary projects and programmes. Research offices and graduate schools
have emerged as key partners for libraries delivering innovative higher-end research support, along with information compliance units and research computing teams in campus technology services (Carroll, 2011; Lyon, 2012; Corrall, Kennan and Afzal, 2013). The presence of staff from such units will provide complementary expertise and credibility for librarians moving into areas such as calculations of research impact indicators and guidance on data management planning for grant applications or peer review of online scholarship and publication advice for digital datasets after project completion (Williford and Henry, 2012; Witt, 2012). University presses, which are increasingly library-based operations, could also have a presence here, along with knowledge transfer and innovation units.

The overarching goal is to create a place that is viewed as a research facility – not a traditional library or learning centre – which offers expert help for all stages and phases of the research process from ideas generation, through problem definition, project design and bid writing, data acquisition, analysis and interpretation, to publication and archiving of findings. Repurposing one or more floors of a library building is one option, but is likely to be most successful if it is clearly differentiated from undergraduate facilities and has substantial physical presence of cognate services. A prominently positioned facility could also support the strategic objectives of many institutions to showcase their research to wider audiences, by hosting public lecture series, Café Scientifique meetings and citizen science events – another area envisaged as a future interest for libraries (Lyon, 2012; Williford and Henry, 2012).

Our proposed model is compatible with the current trend towards embedded librarianship (Dewey, 2004; Carlson and Kneale, 2011; Shumaker, 2012), which places information specialists with domain understanding in locations where they can anticipate and deliver point-of-need assistance geared to the work context. Dividing research liaison librarians’ time between academic units and a central commons facility is more likely to be scalable and affordable than having liaison librarians wholly located in academic departments or schools. The design of user-centred high-tech expertly staffed research facilities on a collaborative space-as-service model will elevate libraries from invisible infrastructure to vital partners in the work of researchers.
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